001 Zico bottle sans label, two white
ceramic square boxes with lids (from
CB2)
002 PVC elbow, wooden cylinder
block, plastic cylinder
003 space blanket, steel wool, cupcake
wrappers
004 toy motorcycle, PVC elbow
005 orange rectangles of felt, orange
rolls of ribbon
006 paper ramekins, poker chips
007 doll wardrobe, photograph
008 marbles, acrylic pyramid with
beads and liquid
009 red rectangular wooden blocks,
red plastic blocks
010 pink rectangles of felt, pink rolls
of ribbon

packages
022 spaghetti sauce jar with hole puch
holes (aka confetti), cling sticker from
cell phone

011 oyster shells, oyster crackers

023 horse figurine (from Wardell) and
rocks from LI

012 mini marble chute game, mini
marbles, wooden bead, red beaded
necklace (from my mom)

024 silver plated mint julip cup, silver
ball ornament

013 flugel bicycle horn, rubber
“HELP!” stamp

025 oyster shells stuck together with
concrete, pair of faux pearl clip on
earrings

014 mousepad, XS rainbow animal
stripe shorts
015 beta tank, hexagon magnets,
hexagon wooden tiles
016 ceramic frame, poker chips
017 threaded metal bend, vibrator
018 side mirror mounting bracket for
automobiles; rock from somewhere on
Long Island
019 three rocks from somewhere in LI
and a purple pocket mirror
020 golden picture frame, gold plastic
easter egg
021 ceramic photo frame with gold
bow, plastic heart shaped bracelet,
cut-outs of families from photo frame

026 toy pipe piece (from Andrew),
three spiral cord keepers
027 leatherette left wrist splint; three
wooden bangle bracelets (from Emme)
028 paper photocube
029 orange plastic paddle, four orange
plastic pegs
030 shells, coral, sea glass, and rocks,
miniature nativity scene packaging
031 blue plastic mesh strainer, acrylic
rainbow napkin or letter holder
032 blue plastic food container, painted and unpainted wooden blocks
033 four metal wreaths, metal letter
or napkin holder

034 jumbo yellow plastic building
block, yellow checkers

055 virgin mary statuette, mighty
bright book light

035 brass stand, necklace

056 car wash sponge, magnifing lens

339 cassette tape case, two rubber
bands

036 four party horns, paris umbrella
case

057 two silver plastic eggs, two silver
plastic spoons

340 felt coaster, “1” drinking glass,
packing pillow

037 gold ceramic teacup, gold plastic
egg

058 silver painted photo frame with
glass, silver plastic spoons

341 two denim iron on patches, four
buttons

038 k’nnex tracks, broken basket

059 painted wooden blocks, square
mirror

342 Seal-Tight Cast and Bandage
Protector, Adult Short Leg model

060 painted wooden blocks, plastic
tubes

343 [no information]

061 sheer leopard print scarf from
childhood, plasticdrink animals, green
leopard print slap bracelet (from Kelly’s
little brother, circa 1995)

345 marble letter holder, plastic molded packaging

039 half a clam shell, plastic clip on
earrings (from Maggie’s auntie), die cut
cardboard branch
040 cardboard box insert, three wooden block buildings
041 torso shaped cologne bottle, shoe
on a stick
042 a big handful of chandelier crystals (from chandelier found in Sunset
Park circa 2002)
043 three juggling balls, three ping
pong balls, three white foam circles

062 plastic magnifying glass, black
locktagons
063 two mesh strainers, colored
feathers

338 [no information]

344 [no information]

346 rainbow hat in frame
347 photo in frame (giraffe)
348 ball ornament, metal pallette
plate (from Pearl Paint), marble disk,
lazy susan
349 glove valet, Instabulb (with batteries), shell toilet brush holder, wall shelf

044 stack of baby blue ribbon rolls

350 lamp, wooden cart, blocks, Hot
Wheels loop

045 stack of light pink ribbon rolls,
stack of dark pink ribbon rolls

351 floor chandelier - metal side table,
lamp (from Andrew’s dad), crystals

046 plexi/glass cutter, plexi/glass pliers, three-in-one oil, new in packaging!
047 silver foil paper

352 back scratcher, three juggling
rings

048 gold glass avon cologne bottle,
gold plastic egg; venus of willendorff

353 ship puzzle, water, flip flop charm,
tequila bottle

049 small square gold framed mirror,
silver and gold photo frame

354 ribbon holder, ribbon rolls
355 beach ball, mack massager, plastic
drawer

050 painted wood blocks, some animal
shaped

356 marbles, foot massager

051 index card holder, acrylic box,
wooden blocks

357 used hair pillows

052 plastic knives, paintbrush knife,
metal knife

064 ceramic tea cup, gold colored
chain

358 photo, block, plastic package (red
wedge)

053 cardboard foot form, rock, wooden block, shell

065 plastic ice cream scoop, silver
plastic egg

359 plastic cliff, paper bag, wooden
wall shelf

054 3D globe puzzle (missing one
piece), plastic stand

066 cow shaped creamer, ping pong
ball

360 tiered serving tray, photo, wooden
wall shelf

361 magnifying glass stand, photo,
pushpins
362 crab tank (x2)
363 framed mirror (x3)
364 bus stop
365 sling, two arm floats
366 ribbon rolls from catering gig in
DUMBO.
367 does knowing what it is give more
or less value to the object?
368 chandelier crystals (from Sunset
Park circa 2003)
...

310 silver plated wavy bracelet, wooden lamp piece

080 pink shoe horn, pink ribbon
081 old metal jar opener, packing tape
dispenser, wooden block

311 vintage daddy longlegs card (from
Sommer’s store), tongs

082 roll up keyboard

312 plastic spatula, plastic egg

083 silver mylar dome, silver ornament

313 plastic strainer, poker chips

084 egg poachers, rubber bowling ball,
magnetic balls

314 two jumbo building blocks, styrofoam clamshell box

085 plastic slotted spoon, tennis ball

315 two jumbo building blocks, plastic
pegs

086 plastic grass, zip ties, wind up
catepilar (from Meg)

316 paper ruler, magnifying ruler

087 multi-colored bouncy balls, eyeballs

317 construction paper pad, colored
tounge depressors

088 magentic plastic connectors,
magnetic balls

318 child size spiderman mask, sunglasses lens

089 light blue ribbon rolls

319 wooden sconce mount, plastic pegs

067 plastic photo frame, photograph,
orange ribbon

320 reflexology insoles

068 empire state building wooden
block (from Muji), plastic packaging
from LED lighbulb

321 taps
322 small wooden table, cardboard
box with lid, plastic connector

069 silver plated mint julip cup, silver
colored ball ornament

323 purple tounge depressors, purple
wooden tiles

070 three silver ornaments, three
bangle bracelets

324 ping pong ball, marbles, tennis ball
container

071 two metal photo frames, two
metal spoons

325 chandlier crystal, metal spoon,
tennis ball container

072 hinged frame, two photos

326 light bulb socket, new thread
spool, handle bar grip

073 three party horns (2016!), stethoscope

327 Style light switch cover (new)

074 gold painted glass apple shaped
dish with lid, PVC pipe bend

328 wooden blocks, wooden tiles
329 open pack of Criollos (from Cuba)
330 lenticular cheetah postcard, two
drink monkeys
331 plastic pegs, stool sample container
332 shell, foam circle, nut container
333 anti-slip grip, faux finishing tool

334 snake necklace (broken clasp),
pink bead necklace (from mom), glass
bottle with glass stopper
335 moulded plastic packaging, three
white marbles
336 brain game case, Sarah Coventry
bracelet (from Annette)
337 winner eraser

075 mini plastic collander, plastic peg
076 metal coin bank, coins (us currency), plastic gold coin
077 small steel dome, sparkly bracelet
resembling a belt
078 two S hooks, number two
079 stirrers, zip ties, craft sticks, pick
up sticks, sparklers, wooden sticks

090 metal bracelet, metal protractor
(from CASHS art room), pennies
091 sea shell, rubber bands
092 chandelier crystals (from Sunset
Park circa 2003)
093 Omni jigsaw puzzle pieces
094 plastic light fixture, ping pong ball
095 Hot Wheels track, marbles
096 Hot Wheels track, Kinder egg car
097 box (from Warby Parker), wooden
blocks
098 handmade police line do not cross,
jumprope
099 two yellow wooden blocks, two
yellow rolls of ribbon
100 oyster shell, chandelier crystal
101 yellow plastic ring, glow in the
dark planet
102 rocks, toy animal
103 shells, plastic mermaid
104 rubber band, bead

105 coral, chandelier crystal

119 jade pendant, glow in the dark
planet

106 brown foam pineapple, two tiny
plastic sandwiches (from Perri)

120 blue foam mitten sticker, blue
foam Maine

107 black map tacks, two googly eyes

121 half of a hasp, two tops to ornament balls

108 glow in the dark planet, chandelier
crystals
109 sea glass, plastic mermaid

122 glow in the dark planet, two watch
batteries (new)
123 Locktagon, bead

blue styrofoam tray
258 plastic wood finish oval frame,
gold ceramic teacup
259 two jumbo plastic building blocks,
styrofoam tray
260 tennis ball, gold plastic egg
261 mesh bookends, pocket mirror
(from Mitra)

124 beads, glow in the dark planet

262 red plastic heart box, gold plastic
egg

125 tape spool, shell

263 High Power cubes, two color dice

126 green foam orange, wooden
triangle block

264 acrylic block, photograph

127 suction cup hook
128 glass chicken ornament, feathers
129 toggle bolt, eyeball gumball (from
Max)
130 shell, coral, metal heart pendant
and chain
131 mesh sleeve, plastic clothes pin
132 foam grapes, poker chips

265 plastic spirals, plastic snakes
266 doily
267 blue plastic spool, blue ribbon
(from Jordana)

283 suction cup
284 tiny shell
285 mini kite
286 leather lace, old nails
287 shell, marble
288 white foam circle, rock
289 [no information]
290 jelly bracelet, sea glass
291 Locktagon, bead
292 glass marble, plastic monkey
293 bead, tiny plastic gun
294 coral, chandelier crystal
295 two glass marbles

268 Dreamin’ on rock

296 coral, plastic peg

269 black feather, black chain with
clasp

297 metal spoon, shell

270 wooden checker, shell

298 spoon, shell
299 metal spoon, chandelier crystal

133 wooden blocks, googly eye

271 Whiteman travel toothpaste set
(from Taiwan circa 1999)

110 three plastic bulls, model tree
(from Max)

134 polka dot cardboard button, glow
in the dark planet

272 fake blood capsule (from machine
on Court St), plastic pegs

111 US coins, one plastic nickel

135 metal jacks, magnetic balls, nails

273 plastic spool, rocks

302 plastic pegs, framed square mirror

112 coral, magnifying glass cut in the
shape of an eyeglass lens

136 micro cassette tape, two googly
eyes

274 poker chip, shell

303 tin containter (from Kristen),
plastic egg, small fan

113 four red trapezoid magnets, two
blue trapezoid wooden tiles

137 vintage photo (from Uncle David’s), toy hat

114 orange square magnets, two plastic donkeys

275 pink giraffe, pink glitter

300 circular playing cards, top of
tennis ball container
301 wooden cubes, block toy

276 wood scraps (from Chris), shell

304 tattoo sleeves (from Jess and
Jeremy), cardboard tube

138 wooden blocks, crayons

277 coral bracelet, plastic spool

305 wooden skeleton, lanyard

139 wooden chrysler building (Muji),
bee pendant and chain, mini shiva
statue

278 pocket magnifying glass, shells

115 shell, two wooden striped beads

306 child size spiderman mask, mustache glasses (from Arkadiy)

116 cardboard cut-outs of family from
photo frame box

140 shells, metal shark ring

117 coral, shell, plastic mermaid

141 foam cutout snowflake stickers,
devil head bead

118 vintage photo of National Archives, wooden car

142 sea glass

279 leaf bug missing leg (from Maggie), plastic mermaid missing arm
280 plastic pegs, plastic beads
281 plastic pegs, plastic beads
282 domino, two googly eyes

307 transceiver (from Uncle David)
308 metal frame, magnetic triangles
with holes
309 New Kids on the Block You Got It
cassingle, wooden blocks

223 toy bowling pins, diamond shaped
wooden tiles, eyeball gumball

236 two knitting needles, 3 metal
bangle bracelets

143 plastic police person and dog,
plastic giraffe

158 wooden checker, piece of pottery(?), rock

224 color/shape domino, wooden polyhedron, plastic cap

237 plastic lobster form, small hand
mirror (from Gina), cardboard shape

144 [no information]

159 plastic mermaid, coral

225 small skull, lower jawbone, bone
shaped flashlight keychain (from Leela’s vet)

238 drinking straw glasses, two foam
circles

145 blue foam buttons
146 oyster shell, googly eye

160 duck magnet, polar bear wash
cloth in the shape of a butterfly

226 blue plastic connector/bumper,
blue poker chips
227 color/shape domino, two poker
chips
228 metail wall brackets, plastic pegs
229 small ornate circle frame, glow-inthe-dark planet (or sun?)

147 plastic bracelets, wooden checkers, beads

240 house, tree, flower stencil, brooch

148 large wooden bead, bike seat
collar

163 magnet balls, magnetic plastic
pieces, pencil grip

250 white sunglasses (old glass
blowing glasses), pink eye shield with
mirrored eyes (from In Praise of Seeing
You)

149 wooden block, marble

164 wooden blocks, rock

150 tape spool, wooden block

165 wooden blocks, wooden checker

251 blue poker chips, blue wooden
cylinder

151 wooden block, rocks

166 plastic mermaid, shells

252 electrical socket cover, color/
shape domino

152 rocks, Pennsylvania 1978 pin
(from Liz?)

167 necklace

253 two dust masks (from Liam), five
foam sticker sheets of die cut mittens

153 Praha pencil sharpener (from
Elan), wooden building (from Muji)

169 wooden blocks, shell

254 [no information]

154 wooden blocks, plastic monkey

170 number six

255 three rolls of ribbon, stryofoam
tray

155 plastic feet, beads, end caps

171 purple ribbon roll, purple foam
banana

241 three foam circles, plastic bracelet

162 lizard brooch, ball chain

242 red tounge depressors, red plastic
connectors
243 metal frame, broken shell

230 shell with cement, clip on earrings

244 multi-colored quilling paper

231 sports stencil, magnetic ball, plastic magnetic connector

245 orange tounge depressor, orange
slap bracelet sample (from Jon)

232 wooden tiles, pedestrian crossing
sign

246 wooden tinker toy, plastic pegs

233 four drink monkeys, suction cup

247 shell shaped baking tin, wooden
beaded necklace

234 Milli Vanilli’s Baby Don’t Forget
My Number cassingle (from childhood),
my number

248 rock with holes, small rocks, small
shells

235 plastic cap, chandelier crystal

161 white foam circles

239 The Lone Ranger Merita bread
ends, red locktagons

249 color/shape domino, checker,
wooden triangle block

256 jumbo plastic building block,
styrofoam tray
257 jumbo blue plastic building block,

156 barrel o monkey, sage (from Maggie), crab claw
157 clear plastic bus (from Archie
McPhee), wooden cars (from Muji)

168 wooden blocks, shell

172 panda bear figure, cardboard
“branch”
173 sea glass, sea bricks

174 wooden blocks, googly eye
175 wooden blocks
176 wooden blocks, drop shaped stone
(or glass?) pendant
177 kinder egg nesting buildings,
plastic bull
178 keys, key ring
179 microcassette, two googly eyes
180 wooden blocks, googly eye, wooden checker
181 microcassette, two googly eyes
182 chandelier crystals
183 blue foam stick on pieces
184 plastic mermaid, shells
185 photograph (santa marta, colombia)
186 googly eyes
187 two wind up sushi toys
188 bamboo pick, plastic string
189 wooden checkers, beads
190 white foam pear
191 beaded necklace (mom’s), marble
192 shower head washers
193 safety hasp
194 brass padlock
195 yellow K’nex lengths, yellow
crayons
196 [no information]
197 [no information]
198 jumbo plastic building block,
styrofoam tray
199 [no information]
200 plastic pegs, plastic beads

201 red plastic checkers, red wooden
checkers
202 pieces of a photograph of marble
(from photo of side of Williamsburgh
Savings Bank building)
203 flat marbles, wedding photo (came
with the frame)
204 wooden tiles, chandelier crystals
205 silica gel, marbles
206 wooden tiles
207 net, chandelier crystals, shell,
plastic mermaid
208 four tops of ornaments, plastic bee
209 chandelier crystal and brass wire
napkin rings
210 small plastic magnifying glass,
glow-in-the-dark planet
211 small pond shaped plastic mirror,
glow-in-the-dark planet with rings
212 number three, blue cardboard
swirl
213 color/shape domino, wood block,
poker chip
214 toy bowling pins, magnetic balls,
magnet plastic connectors
215 plastic beads, small shells (from
the Rockaways)
216 orange plastic drink donkeys,
orange jelly bracelet, orange ribbon
217 color/shape domino, wooden triangle block, wooden cylinder block
218 pack of Criollos (from Cuba), silica
gel pack
219 clown stencil, doilies
220 color/shape domino, two checkers
221 color/shape domino, two wooden
triangle blocks
222 two foam Hawaii blocks, foam
stick on scarf

